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CONFESSIONS OF A JEEP FANATIC: PART 1 

Jeep Fanatic as a boy 

The Second World War ended in Europe in May, 1945, and almost six months later I was 

born in the Royal County of Essex, England, not far to the east of London. The last new 

jeeps for the American, British and Russian WW2 armies had long since rolled off the 

assembly line, whether in Toledo, Ohio, Richmond, California, or one of the other plants 

in the United States dedicated to the production of jeeps and other military vehicles 

during the war. ‘Rosie the Riveter’ had clocked out for the last time and gone home to 

be joined by millions of men and women returning from the battlefronts, and families 

around the world were attempting to get back to ‘normal life’ in the early post-war years. 

I came into the world just before the ‘baby boom'. 

I was born and brought up on a farm, and have been interested in all things mechanical as 

far back as I can remember. On a farm, you simply have to turn your hand to making things 

and fixing things. At an early age I used to make my own pram-wheeled go-carts. I learnt 

to drive a tractor at 9 years old, and had my own car to drive on the farm when I was 12. 

It was a 1934 Morris 10-4, no longer road-worthy, that my father bought me for £7.10s.0d 

(the extinct system of 12 pennies – ‘d’ for Latin ‘dinarii’ in the abbreviation – to a shilling, 

and 20 shillings to a pound). I painted it in different colours and built a trailer to tow behind 

so that I could help out on the farm, collecting bales of hay from the fields for storage in 

the barn. When my school friends visited me we used to go joy-riding around the fields. 

Great fun for all! One day the rust holding the battery box together under the driver’s seat 

finally gave way and the battery was deposited in the middle of a field. But, for me, that 

wasn’t a problem. With some baling wire and bits of wood, I soon made a makeshift 

support for the battery and had the car running in next to no time. 

I can’t say that I was bitten by the ‘jeep bug’ at any particular moment. I was fascinated 

by them from early on, and by the time I was ten I’d become well and truly hooked. It 

was like a growing addiction to a drug: the more I saw jeeps, the more I wanted one, and 

I saw a lot. They were war-surplus jeeps, by then in private hands but still working. For 
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years after the war they were sold at auction, sometimes hundreds at a time, to 

companies and to private individuals. Businesses sprang up to sell, modify, service and 

offer spare parts for the ever increasing numbers of jeeps on British roads. They usually 

had to work for a living, though. Farmers found them especially useful, towing a trailer, 

hauling bales of hay or sacks of animal feed, and driving to market with a pig or a calf in 

the back. At the beginning there was nothing else quite like them available, no other 

reliable small four-wheel-drive vehicle. A jeep often became a light breakdown vehicle 

for the local garage or repair shop. There were a multitude of possibilities for a jeep, 

anything where its off-road capabilities could be used, or just as a general runabout. In 

the days following the Second World War, there was a demand from the general public 

for vehicles of every kind and, as the automobile industry in Britain was required to 

concentrate on exports in order to obtain foreign currency, people often turned to war-

surplus vehicles. 

While other boys were ‘spotting’ trains or planes (I hardly noticed what girls were doing), 

I kept a log-book of every jeep I saw, with its colour, registration number, location and 

condition. I probably accumulated around 100 jeeps on the list. I also kept a scrap-book 

of newspaper cuttings and magazine articles relating to jeeps. For example, I remember 

one about the actor, Rex Harrison (My Fair Lady), keeping a war-time jeep in order to 

reach his cliff-top villa in Portofino, Italy, and another about John Wayne using one on 

his ranch. Unfortunately, neither the list nor the scrapbook exist today as I lost them in 

the many moves around the world that I’ve made over the years. I have, however, 

preserved a number of original publications on jeeps and photographs of them which I’ll 

share with you in the course of this article. I’ve also observed jeeps in different parts of 

the world, and have owned a total of four myself. 

But I’m getting ahead of myself, or of my boyhood. Growing up in England in the late 

1940s and 1950s, you saw many signs of the aftermath of war. Even out in the Essex 

countryside there were many concrete defence bunkers, called ‘pill-boxes’, built to 

defend Britain from the threatened Nazi invasion. They’d been built in strategic locations 

near railway lines, crossroads and navigable rivers. In the cities, especially London, there 

were empty spaces between houses and other buildings, places where bombs had fallen, 

destroying homes, shops and factories and, far worse, killing people, from babies to old 

folk. They’d soon been cleared of rubble and debris, but they remained as gaping 

witnesses to what had passed. The plots were often used as improvised parking lots until 

they could be redeveloped as places for people to live or work in again. Petrol was 

rationed until 1950, and much essential foodstuff until 1953 (sugar) and 1954 (meat). Of 
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course, children like me, born after the beginning of the war or soon after it ended, knew 

nothing different. For us, ‘normal life’ was simply getting better and better. 

On the roads, which I was watching closely, there was an increasing number of motor 

vehicles, a reflection of that slowly growing post-war prosperity, and of relative peace 

around the world. What I noticed most – see above – was the abundance of ex-military 

vehicles being used for civilian purposes. I don’t believe there was a garage or repair 

shop in those days that didn’t have a breakdown vehicle that had come from the army, 

American or British. Whether it was a Scammell or Diamond T for heavy lifts, or a 

converted AEC Matador, Morris-Commercial, CMP or Bedford MWD, they were 

everywhere. The AEC Matador, as well as the F-W-D SU COE and the Mack NO, were also 

popular vehicles for showmen, transporting the rides and amusements to fairs all over 

the country, often with an ex-army generator set mounted on the back. Many of the 

Scammell, Diamond T and Pacific tank transporters were used by transport companies 

such as Pickfords and Wynns for heavy haulage all the way through the 1950s and 1960s. 

The Bedford QL (and then later the Bedford RL) were used extensively during the sugar 

beet harvest and the pea harvest in our farming area, taking the roots and vines from 

the field to the processing plant. Such vehicles were used until they broke down 

terminally and were scrapped. There were always more vehicles available to replace 

them from the disposal sales, which were held from the end of the war all through the 

1950s and even into the 1960s. Those were things I observed and noted on the roads, 

and on the farms, around me, and the names and specifications of those vehicles was a 

dialect I spoke. And, of course, there were the jeeps.  

Well, anyway, I ran that first car of mine on the farm, 

the Morris 10-4, for over three years, but I’d long made 

up my mind that what I really needed was a jeep! My 

own jeep! In fact, I craved one. It would be so much 

more fun on the farm, more reliable, and just the job for 

hauling those bales of hay! I even used to dream 

repeatedly about going all the way to the Ministry of 

Aviation Storage Depot in Ruddington, Nottinghamshire, 

where there were vehicle auctions, to buy one. I 

requested the catalogues for both the May and July 

1960 sales from the auctioneers, Messrs. Walker, 

Walton & Hanson. It’s always amazed me that there 

were lend-lease war-time jeeps and jeep trailers with at 
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least 15 years’ use left in them included in these catalogues, alongside British Land 

Rovers and Austin Champs built at a much later date and already being sold off. Does 

that prove, once and for all, that war-time American Ford and Willys jeeps were better, 

or at least sturdier, than those similar Land Rovers and Austin Champs? Whatever. I 

didn’t crave any vehicle, even a brand new one, the way I did a jeep. I fervently wanted 

one, my own jeep! 

 

Jeep Fanatic as a juvenile jeep owner 

The old Morris finally given up the ghost and had to be replaced. A possibility? An old 

jeep as the replacement? Yes! We found one locally and my father duly purchased it. Oh, 

joy, oh, boyhood joy! For the life of me, I can’t remember how much it cost, but it must 

have been around £50. It was a Ford GPW, built in 1945, one of the last war-time jeeps, 

already 16 years old. Just like me, a sort of mechanical twin! It came with its log book, 

but it wasn’t taxed and hadn’t passed its MOT (Ministry of Transport Test, introduced in 

Britain in 1960). No problem: at my age then, I couldn’t drive it on the road, anyway.  

It was in quite good shape, although it was missing the top and bows, the rear seat and 

the jerrycan carrier. The body tub didn’t have any rust issues except for a small spot on 

the left side where the axe head holder should have been (it was missing), one of the 

tyres needed replacing and one of the wooden windshield bumpers was missing. The 

engine ran quite well (at least for a year or so – more on that later), and the transmission 

and transfer case shifted fine. That was my very simplistic analysis of the condition of the 

vehicle. But what did I really know about jeeps? Nothing! All I knew is that they’d been  

manufactured by Willys and Ford and that all the 

parts were interchangeable. I didn’t know anything in 

those days about the history of the jeep, including the 

important early involvement of the British company, 

Austin, through American-Bantam, and the slightly 

different development work of Ford and Willys. 

There wasn’t really much information available at 

that time, I suppose. One of the first things I did, 

though, was to send off half-a-crown (2 shillings and 

6 pence) to Universal Car Distributors in Chiswick for 

a copy of their Replacement Parts Catalogue and 

Information Guide for the Jeep. That served as my 

parts book and showed both Willys and Ford part 
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numbers, as well as UCD’s own numbering system and prices for each of the parts they 

sold, although I never actually purchased any of my parts from them. 

I made the replacement windshield bumper at school in carpentry class with the 

dimensions taken from the existing one. After installation, I stuck new strips of rubber 

on both bumpers to support the windshield when in the horizontal position. I patched 

the rust hole and then started looking for the missing items to complete the vehicle. I 

think I went round all the breaker’s yards in the area and was able to find some of the 

items. One day I came across a jeep abandoned in a front garden near home. I knocked 

and asked if I could remove one of the parts for my jeep.  But something about the jeep 

was wrong, it didn’t look like all the other jeeps I’d seen before. The grill was different, 

it had been fabricated from steel strip. Only years later did I realize that it was a slat-grill 

Willys, not a Ford GPW. I’d go on my bicycle to the local breaker’s yards, but for further 

afield I’d convince my mother to take me in the family car. On one of our trips I found 

someone in Houghton-on-the-Hill in Leicestershire who specialized in take-off jeep parts 

and I was able to get all the remaining parts I needed. He had several spare-part jeeps 

parked in a field. Those were the days! 

I wonder how many people noticed that 16-year-old me wobbling happily home along a 

country road, clutching an old jeep part or with one tied on the back of my bike, or pedal-

plodding along, disappointed, without one. I can certainly almost live those rides, some 

quite long, in my mind again.   

I used to buy The Exchange & Mart magazine each week. There were always jeep ads in 

the Motoring Section, whole jeeps and 

parts for sale and sought, as well as the 

omnipresent Metamet ad with the 

little black jeep profile logo. Later, 

whenever new parts were required 

for my jeep, I’d buy them from 

Metamet. It was quite easy for me to 

get to their place in Daleham Mews in 

London, by train to Liverpool Street 

Station, then on the Underground to 

Belsize Park Station, and walking from 

there. I also came across an ad for 

Farmcraft Ltd. of New Malden, Surrey, 

and wrote to them for a copy of their 
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brochure. They sent me a very nice triptyque offering their standard jeeps and spare parts 

and also jeep conversions. They were doing estate car and pick-up variants of the jeep. 

About the same time, I also acquired a booklet with exploded views of all the major 

components that go to make up a jeep. I was an avid collector of all things ‘jeep’. 

But back to my jeep itself. When I had all the parts I needed to complete it I decided it 

was time for a coat of paint. I sanded down the old paint, which was obviously several 

coats of old paint, and I committed that unpardonable sin of not sanding down far 

enough to the original paint and looking for the hood number and any other wartime 

unit markings it might have had. I now know that’s what should be done in any 

worthwhile restoration. I left that sin for someone else to discover at a later date! I then 

hand-painted the jeep in what was supposed to be an army colour but was really more 

like British Racing Green, much darker. It didn’t turn out too badly, though, as the paint 

I chose was specifically prepared for brush-painting. I even remember that the brand I 

used was called Valentine: I loved that jeep! I painted the front and rear bumpers with 

red and white stripes, not very military looking but I thought it looked great, at the time.  

Shortly before my seventeenth birth-

day, the age at which you could get a 

driver’s licence in Britain, I decided it 

was time to get the jeep MOT tested 

so that it could be driven on the road. 

I still couldn’t drive it on the road so 

my father took my jeep to the garage 

for a pre-test revision and the MOT 

inspection. The test wasn’t very 

sophisticated in the early days and I 

remember they used an instrument placed on the passenger side floor to measure 

braking efficiency. My jeep passed the test the first time. 

A few weeks before my birthday I applied for my provisional driving licence and made 

the appointment for my driver’s test. I was given a date for 17 days after my seventeenth 

birthday, so I had time for final practice to prepare for the test. My birthday was on a 

Saturday that year, so that morning, with the L-plates tied on, I drove the jeep on the road 

for the first time, accompanied by my mother. Of course, I’d been driving vehicles on the 

farm for years so handling the jeep was no problem, but I had to get used to applying the 

rules of the Highway Code, which I’d been studying for some time, and to other road users. 

I’d also practiced driving the family car, and my father had spoken to our local police 

My first jeep, 1962 
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constable and persuaded him to give me a couple of driving lessons. I remember him 

telling me I had no hope of passing the test, which made me more determined to do so, 

and, on the day, I proved him wrong. I was suddenly free, free, free! I could go anywhere 

I wanted! Well, within reason. 

From then on, I used my jeep almost every day on the road, as well as on the farm, and 

I noticed its first glitch. There was a leak from the fuel tank, and it had to be replaced. I 

went up to London, to Metamet, and bought a new tank, which I installed as soon as I 

got home and got the jeep back on the road. I drove to school in it every weekday, and I 

started attending a youth club one evening a week. Some of my school friends went to 

that youth club, as well as some of the students from the girls’ school next door to our 

school. We’d chat, listen to music, dance, or play badminton. In January, 1963, I took a 

fancy to one of the girls, and one day I plucked up courage to invite her for a date one 

evening, and she agreed. I pulled up outside her house and rang the doorbell. She was 

all dressed up for our first date and got into the jeep, perhaps a little warily. When we 

got to the corner of her street and I paused the jeep before turning into the road, she 

suddenly got out and walked back to her house without saying a word! I suppose the 

canvas summer top on the jeep didn’t offer her enough protection from the cold and 

drizzle! I never ventured to invite her out for a date again! 

On the way back home from the youth club one night, I was stopped by the police. It was 

raining and to protect my hair from getting wet, I was wearing my US M1 helmet. I’d 

found it in someone’s chicken run while out for a walk one day in a village near Newbury, 

Berkshire, a year or so earlier. It was just the outer shell and was being used to hold 

water for the chickens. I knocked on the door of the house and asked if I could buy the 

helmet from them. They were quite surprised at my request but were happy to give it to 

me. When I got it home, I cleaned it up, made a liner for it and painted it the same colour 

as the jeep. The policeman said that it was illegal to use a ‘political uniform’, referring to 

my helmet. I said that I was just using it to keep my head dry but the policeman didn’t 

accept that and asked for my name and address and my father’s name. Satisfied with 

that, he told me to take the helmet off, never wear it again, and that I could proceed on 

my journey. To this day, I still can’t believe that an old helmet, once a chickens’ water 

bowl, could be regarded as a political uniform. Perhaps it says something about politics. 

I started having trouble with the jeep engine in early 1963. There was a bad knock from 

one of the big-ends. Not having enough money for a complete overhaul, I found a jeep 

engine for sale cheaply, close to home. It was a Willys but, no problem: Ford and Willys 

parts were interchangeable. So I set about disassembling the Willys engine to remove 
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the crankshaft and save all the main and big-end 

bearings in an orderly fashion, remove the engine 

from the jeep, and rebuild the bottom end with the 

Willys parts before reinstalling it. The only other 

expense I had, apart from the Willys engine, was a 

complete overhaul gasket set and a copy of the TM10-

1513 Maintenance Manual, both of which I bought 

from Metamet in London. I had some help to remove 

and reinstall the engine but I did all the disassembly 

and reassembly work myself. I somehow managed to 

get it all together and the jeep back on the road even 

though I didn’t have a torque wrench and l knew 

nothing of ‘Plastigage’. Of course, I did have some 

problems later on, with the cylinder head not seating 

properly and losing all the cooling water from the engine, so I had to have the head 

skimmed and someone torque it down properly for me. 

In those two fantastic ‘jeep years’ for me, 1962 and 1963, I also had my first encounters 

with jeeps outside Britain. Both summers, my mother and I spent holidays in the Tyrol 

region of Austria. We flew British Eagle to Innsbruck and then took the train to Kitzbühel, 

where we stayed in the Hotel Schweizerhof at the foot of the Hahnenkamm mountain. 

It’s a lovely part of the world and we did a lot of walking in the mountains. To my surprise, 

I came across several war-surplus jeeps delivering supplies including food and drink to 

the many mountain-top restaurants. Of course, I realised, it wasn’t just Britain that had 

war-surplus jeeps! They were to be found literally all over the world, wherever the war 

had taken them, and beyond. Not only that, I also came across VW Kübelwagens and 

NSU Kettenkrads doing the same job and it was then that I realised that the war-surplus 

vehicle market included many ex-Axis vehicles as well. 

  

 

. 

Me in an NSU Kettengrad, Austria, 1962 
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I once took time off from school to attend a short course on tractor maintenance at the 

Writtle Agricultural College near Chelmsford, Essex. I drove there in my jeep, of course, 

and it caught the attention of the instructor. So, when the moment came for some 

hands-on practical work, he chose my jeep to demonstrate engine problem diagnosis. It 

didn’t take me long to find out that, unseen by us trainees, he’d removed the rotor from 

the distributor. 

I ran my jeep all through the summer of 1963 but I never went very far in it. I think the 

furthest I went was to Hatfield Forest, about 25 miles away, for a picnic and to do a little 

off-roading. I remember one day driving along Watery Lane, close to home, which, true 

to its name it was flooded with about a foot of water. I suppose it was about half-a-mile 

long and by the time I got to the other end enough water had been picked up by the fan 

and thrown on top of the engine to cause two of the sparking plugs to short out, but I 

kept the engine speed up and in low gear and just made it through. 

Sometime after going back to school for the autumn term of 1963, my parents persuaded 

me to sell the jeep and put the money towards buying a ‘proper’ car that offered better 

protection against the elements and protection also in case of a road accident. I 

reluctantly agreed and sold the jeep to the brother of a school classmate for £45. It didn’t 

take me long to find a ‘proper’ car that was to my liking and for £120 (my father paid the 

difference) a 1949 four-door Ford Customline was purchased. It was one of those cars 

that had been sold new in Belgium and then after several years there, imported as a used 

car into Britain. I ran that car for three years, even making a trip across Europe as far as 

Naples in the Spring of 1966, but that’s another story. So is the next jeep I bought, in 

Iran, and I’ll tell it. 
 

Jeep Fanatic as a supposedly sane adult: My second jeep 
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